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MACHINE LEARNING BASED TECHNIQUE TO LEARN HIPPOCAMPAL ATROPHY
FROM AXIAL MRI FOR ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE DIAGNOSIS
D. K. RAMKUMAR ∗, N. V. BALAJI †, AND T. GENISH

‡

Abstract. Hippocampus (HC) is one of the small brain components and its features majorly take part in diagnosing diseases
such as Alzheimer and Dementia. The earlier detection of the size changes of HC leads to take preventive action against Alzheimer
disease at initial stage. Thus the HC voxel quantification becomes essential to know the severity of the disease and thus induces
computerized segmentation process. Several semi-automatic and automatic HC segmentation techniques proposed earlier. Though,
it requires large memory space and high computational cost. This paper reduces the risk of searching a high configuration machine
and reduces the cost by utilizing limited number of features. It is to be done by using some strategic features based on mathematical
framework of wavelet, statistical features and gray level computations called level set. The features fed as input to the supervised
machine learning model called back propagation neural network. A deep study conducted to train the net and analyzed in various
views. The results were compared with the similar existing models which were using Random forest, Quicknat and deep learning.
The proposed machine learning model produces the higher and similar dice scores of existing model. The validation of the proposed
method yields 85% of dice score and 96% of sensitivity and 96% of specificity.
Key words: segmentation, features, back propagation algorithm, hippocampus .
AMS subject classifications. 68T05

1. Introduction and examples. Hippocampus (HC) is one of the brain regions and incorporates in
memory function and it owns the structure of sea horse [19]. The hippocampus supports to know the age of
a person [5]. Hence, the size of HC is notable one because some neurological diseases such as dementia and
Alzheimer cause the size loss [7]. Further, the size of HC indicates the diseases like epilepsy and schizophrenia
[2]. Alzheimer is one of the brain disorders, which affects memory power and cognitive skills. It easily affects
hippocampus (HC) than other brain parts. In the entire world, 90 million peoples have suffered by Alzheimer
disease [14]. The volume detection process of HC ensures the progressiveness of Alzheimer and guide to prevent
its progression. At present, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is non-invasive technology to mimic (capture)
the morphology of human organs particularly brain [14]. The manual quantification of HC tissues from MRI
images are consuming more times and tired the Radiologists. Hence, the necessity of computer aided methods
for automatic segmentation is increasing exponentially. Though, the process of segmenting Hippocampus is
very diﬀicult [22].
The diﬀiculties faced by automatic segmentation are noise, resolution constraint and weak boundaries
between the brain components. When they are in same intensity, the pixels are not unique in intensity and
not defined by a well defined boundary. The hippocampus segmentation methods are broadly categorized into
i) Atlas and mullti-Atlas based method, ii) Deformable models such as Active contour models (ACM), Active
shape model (ASM) and active appearance model (AAM) which uses local neighbourhood features and iii)
Machine learning (ML).
ML is a rising technology which requires a set of features from a dataset to train the network and obtain
optimal parameters in training stage, utilizes these parameters to detect objects from unknown set of features
in testing stage. The ML is a flashy technology, which is majorly categorized by source of the features. Some
networks admit features from external data source to the network. Convolution neural network (CNN) type of
networks automatically constructs their own features from the given input images. There are several ML are
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Fig. 1.1: Different MRI image orientation

available such as Support vector machine (SVM), artificial neural network (ANN), CNNetc. and attracted by
its accuracy. Several ML methods have been implemented in the task of HC segmentation [3, 4, 12, 24, 25].
Among all, CNN is more compatible for image and employed in HC segmentation from brain MRI [8, 13, 21].
The paper [2] use deep convolution neural network (DCNN) and update the erroneous pixels by error
correction steps. Initially, segmentation masks are prepared by using an ensemble models which includes three
independent models. The erroneous pixels are corrected by replacing and refining the networks. The method
uses several datasets are combined by transfer learning techniques. Thus reduces the time consumption of
segmentation process and improves the accuracy of segmentation [2]. In a method, Deep artificial neural
network was employed to separate the input image into large patches. The distances between the patches and
its regional centroids in compressed images are depicted as feature set [17]. In another CNN model, four gray
level patches of a voxel are provided as input to the CNN [10].
The model called Hippodeep proposed by [20] uses CNN and trained in a region of interest (ROI). This
model makes use of a single CNN layer, starting with a planar analysis followed by layers of 3D convolutions
and shortcut connections. The paper [6] proposed a open source software for the same task. It includes the
features obtained from the all orientation MRI images such as coronal, axial and sagital as given in Fig. 1.1.
The combined features fed into U-Net FCNN architecture [17] the network updated with RooNet in [9] to
combine two-convolution block of same patch image. The results were finalized after the post processing and
obtained 90% dice score [6]. A deep learning method with feed forward learning was used in the segmentation
of hippocampus subfield. In the method, a canonical geometrical intensity space is used to reduce the time of
pre-processing.
The above stated methods yield good results when using good quality of training images and its truth
values. The irregular shape and in-significant boundary of HC provide lower accuracy in results [14]. The
presented method selects the very relevant limited features to reduce the memory space and employes multilayer
perceptron with back propagation learning algorithm. The following sections describe data set, the validation
metrics to analyze the significance of segmentation, methodology, results and discussion and conclusion.
2. Data Set and Valuation Metrics. The experiments carried over Harp and clinical datasets which
contains randomly selected 50 patients’ images. The axial oriented images only consider for the experiment.
The eﬀiciency of a segmentation process is confirmed by computing the Dice Similarity Coeﬀicient (DSC) which
is used to compare two segmentation methods (Dice 1945). It can reveal the overlap coeﬀicient between the
two different segmented volumes S and G, and is defined in [1] as follows:
DSC = 2.

|S ∩ G|
|S| + |G|

(2.1)

S is the region segmented by the automatedmethod and G is the region obtained by manual segmentation. The
‘∩’ operator provides the amount ofpixels common to S and G. The ‘+’ operator, produces the sumof all pixels
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Fig. 3.1: Architectural diagram of presented method

in both regions. The ending valueof the DSC is a normalized computation, acquired by the coeﬀicient between
the amount of pixels common to bothregions and the mean of pixels in each region. The ‘0’ DSC represents no
one similar pixel exist in S and G. Controversy, ‘1’ represents the both S and G contain similar pixels.
Sensitivity and specificity are calculated using True positive (TP), False positive (TN) and False negative
(FN). Let the pixels inside HCare taken in S and G are positive and background are negative, the TP, TN and
FN described as TP = Number of positive pixels in S are in G. FP = Number of positive pixels in S are as
negative in G. FN = Number of negative pixels in S are positive in G. The expressions to compute sensitivity
and specificity are as follows,
Sensitivity =

TP
TP + FN

(2.2)

Specif icity =

TP
TP + FP

(2.3)

3. Proposed Method. Figure 3.1 shows the architectural diagram of the proposed method. In this
module, the input and ground truth images are fed into the feature extraction block at training stage. Twenty
types of features recognize and pass as a matrix to the next module. There is a multi-layerperceptron, which
able to understand the feature and train itself to detect the hippocampus pixel by using the feature set. Further,
unknown (not included in training image set) image features given to check its performance. Finally, the net
gives output as binary values and are used to construct the output image. The algorithm of the proposed
method are given below.
Algorithm
1. start
2. f=featureExtraction (image) // implement the all formulas given in feature extraction section. //The pixel
indexes are taken in row and the features are taken in column
3. t=truth(image) // assign binary value from the ground truth image
4. // network definition
5. weights=[random()]
6. // assign net
7. net=(layers =10, nodes per layer= 24, activation function = “sigmoid”)
8. x=train(net,f,t)
9. check error values
10. if error>previous output
11. adjust the weight
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Fig. 3.2: Features of an input image. Row 1: Original image intensity, Skewness using mode, Kurtosis, Mean
absolute percentage error, Pixel redundancy, Mean of 5×5 pixel neighbourhood, Variance of 5×5 pixel neighbourhood, Standard deviation of 5×5 pixel neighbourhood, Mean difference and Wavelet feature respectively.
Row 2: Energy level, Edge detection filtered images (North, South, East, West, North East, North West, South
East, South West) and Standard variation respectively.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

if (error>previous error)
//repeat weight adjustment
else
// training completed
//testing
f1=featureExtraction(image)
test(net, f1)
output the result
stop

3.1. Feature Extraction. Features are the numerical or logical representation of image. Each image
pixel’s association with its neighbourhoods, intensity value and convolution with a filter values are extracted as
numerical values and assigned instead of image alone. This method concentrates twenty types of features. The
image feature extraction techniques are discussed in the following sections their resulting features are pictorially
described in Fig. 3.2.
Skewness: The measure of skewness verifies the symmetry in intensity distribution. The skewness is calculated
as follows,
(

∑m,n,k
f2 =

i,j=1, b=1

)3
Ii,j − I b /N

S3

(3.1)

Here is skewness obtained from 5×5 neighbourhood of each pixel b. The centre pixel value is replaced
with the skewness measure f1 . Ii,j referes the image pixel intensity value, I b represents the mean value
of 5×5 neighbourhood of each pixel, N is the total number of pixels here it is takes as 25 and S hold the
standard deviation of 5×5 neighbourhood of each pixel. Instead of I b mode and median substituted to
obtain skewness mode and skewness median features.
Kurtosis: Kurtosis describes the peakness of a frequency distribution and it is defined as follows,
∑m,n,k
f3 = (∑
m,n,k

i,j=1,

(

)4
Ii,j − I b /N
(
) 2 )2
I
−
I
i,j
b /N
b=1

i,j=1, b=1

(3.2)
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The zero kurtosis represents the normal distribution; the high value distribution reflects the abnormal
distribution of intensity value.
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE): Usually, MAPE utilizes to measure the forecasting error. In
image processing, in-homogeneity among a block of pixels derived using MAPE. The error measure by
[11]
1
f4 =
N

m,n,k
∑
i=j=1,b=1

(

Ib − Ii,j
Ib

)
× 100

(3.3)

The zero result ensures the homogeneity in pixel intensity distribution and high value represent the
in-homogeneity proportions with the mean of the block Ib .
Pixel Redundancy: The redundant pixels represent the similar object in images. Sometimes pixel redundancy
is utilized to denoise image. Here, redundant intensity value of a 5×5 neighbourhood replaces the centre
pixel of the block.
f5 = |bi |

(3.4)

Mean: The mean of 5×5 neighbourhood pixel replaces the centre pixel value. The calculations performed over
the each row and column.
Variance: The variance among 5×5 neighbourhood pixel replaces the centre pixel value. The calculations
performed over the each row and column.
Standard deviation: The square root of the variance is called the standard deviation.
Wavelet Feature: The feature is extracted by using discrete wavelet transformation. A brain MRI image is
decomposed into n levelsuntil get image size as (15 ×10). At this stage, we get a low pass and three
high pass filtered images. The low pass filtered image displays distinct intensity at each pixel [11]. At
this stage, interpolate the image into its original size of the image.We can see big pixels as given in Fig.
3.1, row 2. The hippocampus and cerebral final fluid (CSF) appearing area looks in high intensity, the
others are looks in low intensity as given in [11].
Energy level: The entire work based on the intensity and neighbourhood pixels. The intensity distribution
in adjacent regions is categorized as level set. The following mathematical framework helps to extract
the energy level of each pixel as defined in [11],
[
(
)
]
∇φx,y
2
2
f12 = δ (φ) µdiv
− (R (x, y) − C1 ) + (R (x, y) − C2 )
(3.5)
|∇φx,y |
where, f represents the image, δ (.) is representing Heaviside function, C1 and C2 represent the average
intensity of pixels above 150 (intensity >150) and below 150 (intensity <150) respectively. The energy
level is approximated by the by the Euler Lagrange’s formulation. It is defined as,
(
)
φxx φ2y − 2φxy φx φy + φyy φ2x
∇φ
div
=
(3.6)
3/2
|∇φ|
(φx + φy )
Edge filters: The edge filters showed in Fig. 3.3 convoluted with the image to obtain edges in all directions
individually.
3.1.1. Artificial Neural Network. The presented method uses Multilayer Perceptron with back propagation learning algorithm. It has constructed with more number of layers such as input, hidden and output
layers and each layer is holding numerous nodes as described in Fig. 3.4. Each node (neuron) in input layer
represents a single feature and includes the connection with n-number of nodes in hidden layer. The nodes act
as decision makers with the help of activation functions such as sigmoid, tanh, ReLu and etc. Each neuron
calculates the weighted sum of its inputs and then applies an activation function to normalize the sum.
Training:
Requirement number of layers, neurons and suitable activation function are determining at the
stage of training. Input features and the expected outputs are provided to the network. The network
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Fig. 3.3: Edge detection filters, North, South, West, East, South East, North East, South East and North West
respectively

Fig. 3.4: Out sketch of Neural Network

then processes the inputs and compares its outputs against the desired outputs, if fails to give similar
output adjust the weights of the network connection until finds the exact results. At the final stage,
sets all weights as constant and ready to validate and to run unknown data set.
Testing: At this stage, accepts the unknown image features (not in training set) and set “1” for hippocampus
pixels and “0” for non-hippocampus pixels without human intervention.
4. Results and Discussions. The experiment carried over axial brain MRI images data set, which
includes three training volumes 1-validation volumes and two testing volumes. The experiment utilizes Harp
and clinical dataset and tries to resolve the queries i) finalize the essential features , ii) confirm the fitness of
the net iii) Make sure the training package is such that a training image taken from one MRI machine can
completely segment the hippocampus from another type of MRI machine.
The experiment commenced with the features skewness, kurtosis, MAPE, pixel redundancy, mean, variance,
standard deviation, wavelet features and original intensity. The intensity of hippocampus shows as the Cerebro
spinal fluid (CSF) in T2-weighted images. Since the CSF fills in the gap of brain tissues appears as edges,
the presented net observes the edges as HC region shown in Fig. 4.1. After the result, we concluded that to
include edge features in the training set. For that, the input images convoluted with the eight types of filters
individually. When the edge based features included in the training set, the net trained itself and avoid the
classification of edge as hippocampus.
Next ensure whether the net is over-fitting or under-fitting, wefitted the net by knowing the accuracy of the
training set. Initially, five consecutive images took from each volume and provided at the moment of training
which results 0.725 accuracy in 3 epochs.
The architecture of the net determination is the primary problem; minimal number of neuron takes minimal
computation time. Initially, one hidden layer consisting of 50 neurons employed for the segmentation which
accounts 76% of accuracy. Further, increased the hidden layers as 3 with the same count of neurons as 50.
Though, the net is not capacious enough for some complex images. Finally, the neurons are increased for first,
second and third layers as 800, 200 and 50 respectively the results are given in Table 4.1. The Table 4.1 shows
the highest precision value for the updation of neurons. The Table demonstrated that the net provides lower
precision value for 50 neurons and higher precision value for the neuron updated net. Subsequently, the epochs
was increased from 5 to 25. At this stage we get lower mean square error value (MSE) 0.0435 and high accuracy
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Fig. 4.1: Original image, segmented and ground truth image respectively

Table 4.1: Precision versus Neurons

as 94%.
The results of modified network by increasing and deleting neurons, layers and epochs have high improvement that is delineated in Fig. 4.2. In Fig. 4.2, the block colour line indicates the performance (DSC score) of
the modified net and the gray line indicates (DSC score) of the default net. Y-axis shows the DSC score and
X-axis shows the image number.
The sensitivity and specificity of the images illustrated in the Fig. 4.3. In Fig. 4.3, dark line shows
the sensitivity and light line shows the specificity. The sensitivity remains the performance of extracting true
positive and specificity remains the localization of the work. The obtained average DSC, sensitivity, specificity
and standard deviation of the scores are listed in Table 4.2. The sensitivity ranges from 82% to 99% which
indicates the proposed features and net can resolve the complex images also. The specificity ranges from 96%
to 99% which indicates the net and features incorporate to detect the exact location of hippocampus. The
deviations in the results are measured using standard deviation and listed in Table 4.2. In DSC, there are no
much deviations among the images of a volume.
The Random forest utilizes the local energy pattern feature set which were proposed in [23] for the classification. The random forest method adopts 20 trees for construction and the depth of each tree is empirically set
as 25. The QuickNat network utilizes the convolution neural network for the segmentation process [18] which
results lower than the proposed method. The deep learning based method also provided 0.85 DSC score.
Compared to the other method, the proposed feature set and network work similarly and utilizes small
data set and less number of feature set. The proposed method takes time for training is 20 minutes and 10
minutes for testing in Dual core 2 machine.
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Fig. 4.2: Dice scores of default and modified net

Fig. 4.3: Sensitivity and Specificity of modified net

Table 4.2: Validation measures

Average
Standard deviation

DSC
Score
0.851923
0.203303

Sensitivity

Specificity

96.18962
4.288032

96.89855
1.236299

Table 4.3: Comparison with similar methods
Method
Hippodeep -[20]
QuickNat -[18]
Random forest - [3]
Proposed Method

DSC Score
0.85
0.84
0.85
0.85
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The proposed feature set is enough for more images but in two or three images which has connected pixels
between CSF and HC lead over-segmentation due to the energy feature.
5. Conclusion. In this paper, we present a multi-layer perceptron framework for hippocampus segmentation from harp and clinical data sets. The network utilizes back propagation learning algorithm. There are
twenty features extracted and utilized to set the net. Major advantages of our method lie on that we don’t need
any time-consuming non-linear registration for pre-processing MR images, and features generated by MDL are
consistent with subsequent learning models. The experimental results suggested that the proposed strategically features can boost the performances of hippocampus segmentation and minimize the MSE score. The
network model adjusted only based on the MSE error measure and the results are analysed with qualitative
and quantitative measures. Sensitivity, specificity, Dice similarity and Accuracy were computed to ensure the
outstanding performance of the proposed model. The net model initializes randomly defined weight value for
each neuron that increased the training time. In future, initial weight value could be optimized to reduce the
overall execution time. As well as more clinical images to be incorporated to achieve the proposed model as
reliable one for all configured MRI machine image.
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OPTIMIZATION OF INTELLIGENT NETWORK INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM UNDER BIG DATA AND CLOUD COMPUTING
LI MA ,∗ RAJIV KUMAR GUPTA ,† AND EDEH MICHAEL ONYEMA

‡

Abstract. With the economy and society development, big data storage in management has become a problem which can’t
be ignored. Task allocation management and optimization is a significant factor in the enterprise sustainable development. The
enterprise information intelligent management has become management mode and presents information to the business managers
in a more effective and lower cost. In order to solve the management problem under big data and cloud computing, a research on
the optimization of intelligent network information management system is proposed. Firstly, build the overall model of big data
diversion system under cloud computing platform, and design the architecture of Tiny OS operating system for big data diversion;
Secondly, S3C2440 is used as the system control core to design the hardware structure of the shunting system; Finally, the software
of the system is developed by using the dynamic loading method of functional subroutines in Linux operating system. The power
supply voltage is DC 3.3 V and 1.25 v. DC 5 V is used as the overall power supply of the circuit board, and 0.1 is added at both
ends of lm1117 chip F and 100 F capacitance for FIR filtering of power supply. Simulation experiments are carried out to verify
the performance, which shows the superior performance of the big data shunting system designed in this paper.
Key words: Big data; Cloud computing; Intellectualization; Network; System optimization; Data diversion; Shunting system
AMS subject classifications. 64M14

1. Introduction. In recent years, under the background of the continuous development of computer
technology in China, cloud computing and big data technologies have also begun to penetrate into various industries in China. Multimedia teaching has always been one of the hottest topics in recent years. Many relevant
personnel are actively exploring how to effectively combine modern information technology with educational
technology. Management is a more important part in the development of various fields. Only by strengthening
management can we better promote the smooth development of various work. Management informatization is
not only an important trend of the development of the times, but also an effective means to optimize management and improve management eﬀiciency. As an important concept of the continuous development of Internet
information technology, information management is also an important measure to optimize and improve management in various fields. Under the background of cloud computing and big data era, carrying out management
work according to the application characteristics of cloud computing and big data technology can promote the
realization of management informatization [1]. Therefore, this paper explores the management informatization
strategy in the era of cloud computing and big data. The Big data and network management under the cloud
is shown in Figure 1.1.
The acquisition system demand is increasing; it is superior for the data processing performance for the
electric information acquisition system improvement leading technology. The data generated by electricity
is considerable, therefore the data storage and mining has become the important, including the database
selection and the SQL statement optimization. These are precisely research direction. For the Henan electric
power company implementation “three years for the quality of rural power enhancement”, to support the Henan
county company management, to deepen the measurement acquisition application, and measurement acquisition
related business city and other work, on the basis of establishment of station expansion principle and electric
information acquisition system function up gradation issued by the power grid and realized the management
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Fig. 1.1: Big data and network management under the cloud

system. The upper controllers improved their work eﬀiciently and in the real time, they can observe the power
which is of practical implication. Intelligent information management becomes the model in the age, which
changes the way managers works. Firstly, the big data management in enterprises has become a problematic
in modern times, while information management find the information more rapidly, and the work eﬀiciency
is improved greatly. Secondly, the enterprise data information management is organized and facilitate the
company operation. Thirdly, as differentiated and modified management is becoming common, management
software is highly effective and easy to operate.
2. Literature Review. Data refers to massive, fast-growing and diversified data, which is characterized
by maximizing information resources for all walks of life and people’s life. Informational refers to the process
of cultivating and developing new productive forces represented by intelligent tools, better creating spiritual
and material civilization, serving and benefiting the society. Under the unified planning, organization and
leadership of the state, national informatization uses advanced modern technology in industry, agriculture,
military, science and technology, integrates various information resources, and accelerates the process of realizing
the development of national economy, science and technology. In the national informatization development
strategy for 2006-2020, China clearly pointed out that informatization is the development trend of the world,
an important force to promote social change and a catalyst for the development of social economy, education
and other fields. Especially in the field of education, the application and development of information technology
can greatly promote the cultivation of information talents, the construction and management of information
resources, promote information exchange and knowledge sharing, continuously improve economic growth and
the information development of education, and promote the progress of science and technology. The concept
of cloud computing can be traced back to 2006. Kolodziej, J. launched elastic computing cloud EC2 service
in March 2006 [2]. In August of the same year, at the search engine Conference (SES San Jose 2006), Google
CEO Zhang, B. first proposed the term ”cloud computing” [3].
He, X. L. and Song, Y. believe that data application talents will play an important role in the scientific
decision-making process of enterprise development in the era of knowledge economy [4]. Jin, S. believes that the
most precious information of mathematics in the data age is massive educational data, which is the core cornerstone of the development of intelligent education. Data mining technology and learning analysis technology are
important fields under big data and cloud computing [5]. Moser, O. and others studied the management mode
of big data discipline construction project with system engineering methodology, and put forward project man-
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agement suggestions from four dimensions [6]. Tkachenko, O. and others studied the post evaluation method of
applied mathematics discipline construction project by using fuzzy analytic hierarchy process, and gave the corresponding three-level evaluation index system [7]. Meena, V. and others believe that the construction project
of applied mathematics discipline is discussed from the aspects of organizational structure, existing problems
and project management mechanism, and some suggestions are given [8].
Based on the current research, this paper puts forward a research on the optimization of intelligent network
information management system. Cloud computing is an important product of the information revolution.
Through cloud computing and cloud storage, we can realize the collaborative management and scheduling
of massive big data. At present, cloud computing information system is widely used in the scheduling and
allocation of big data information resources. The power supply voltage is DC 3.3 V and 1.25 v. DC 5 V is
used as the overall power supply of the circuit board, and 0.1 F and 100 F capacitors are added at both ends
of LM1117 chip for FIR filtering of the power supply [9].
Author in this paper design a more effective, suitable and the big data management platform. The big data
management system is designed firstly and according to the big data processing dataset, interface acquisition
modules, platform alerting, marketing analysis and visualization are designed on the basis of communication big
data architecture. To realize the data testing environment and experimental environments under the scenario
of communication application and presented the big data system mechanism for production for experiments.
Then design the corresponding scheduling module architecture process and built the corresponding scheduling
rules [13]. Contribution: A research on the optimization of intelligent network information management system
is presented in order to solve the management problem under big data and cloud computing. Firstly, build
the overall model of big data diversion system under cloud computing platform, and design the architecture
of Tiny OS operating system for big data diversion; Secondly, S3C2440 is used as the system control core to
design the hardware structure of the shunting system; Finally, the software of the system is developed by using
the dynamic loading method of functional subroutines in Linux operating system.
3. Optimization of intelligent network information management system under big data and
cloud computing.
3.1. Introduction to concepts related to cloud computing and big data.
3.1.1. Cloud computing. Cloud computing was born in 2007, but after less than six months, it has
attracted more attention than grid computing. Cloud computing is a super-computing model. In its data
center, there are tens of thousands or even tens of millions of computers or servers. Therefore, cloud computing
can even allow users to enjoy the computing power of more than 100000 billion times per second. Such powerful
computing power makes - everything impossible [14]. Users can connect to the data center through handheld
notebooks, mobile phones and laptops, and then use the cloud computing platform according to their own needs.
Cloud computing will completely change the way of working and business model in the future. Of course, due
to the application scenarios and social progress, new views on the definition of cloud computing are constantly
emerging. In popular terms, cloud computing is a multi data center environment.
3.1.2. Cloud computing architecture. The architecture of cloud computing consists of five parts: resource layer, platform layer, application layer, management layer and user access layer. For users, it mainly
obtains services through cloud computing, so the daily question of cloud computing is 3 and the question of
four networks is X. The core is service [15]. The cloud computing architecture is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.1.3. What is big data. Big data first appeared in the 1990s. With the continuous development of
cloud computing and the Internet of things, the emergence of a large number of data sources has led to the
rapid growth of unstructured and semi-structured data, and the data unit has also crossed from TB level to
ZB level. These data generated by a large number of informants have far exceeded the scope that human can
handle at present. When people think about how to manage and use these data, they gradually explore a new
field. The ”big” of big data refers not only to the size of capacity, but also to diversity, processing speed and
complexity [16]. Whether people have paid attention or not, massive data has affected people’s lives, and the
era of big data has come.
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Fig. 3.1: Cloud computing architecture

3.2. Big data features. IBM believes that big data has 3V characteristics, namely diversity, scale and
high speed, but these can not reflect the great value of big data. The industry represented by IDC believes that
big data needs to have 4V characteristics, that is, add value on the basis of the previous 3V, indicating that
although the overall value of big data is high, its value density is very low [17]. At present, it is recognized that
big data has the following four characteristics: large data volume, multiple data types, fast processing speed
and low data value density [18]. (1) Large data scale With the wide application of Internet technology, it is
very easy for users to obtain and share data. In addition, users’ clicking, browsing and sharing will quickly
generate a lot of data, and the data has jumped from TB level to Pb level. And the amount of data is increasing.
(2) There are many kinds of data Big data data types include not only traditional relational data types, but
also unprocessed, semi-structured and unstructured information, such as data in the form of documents, audio,
web pages, e-mail, video and so on. (3) Processing speed Another important feature of weighing big data
is the frequency of data generation and update. One second law, which is the most significant feature that
distinguishes big data from traditional data mining. For example, we chat, stock information and other data
generated and updated by users all over the world are transmitted at any time, which requires that the data
processing speed must be fast [19]. (4) Low data value density The amount of data grows rapidly, generally
exponentially, but the growth rate of useful information implied in the data has not been significantly improved.
Moreover, greater efforts need to be made to obtain useful data.
3.2.1. Clarify the important role of management informatization. When implementing management informatization in the era of cloud computing and big data, the primary task is to clarify the importance
of management informatization construction and actively build a relatively perfect informatization management
responsibility system, so as to effectively promote the smooth implementation of management informatization.
Management itself is a very complex procedure and task. Assuming that relevant leaders do not pay enough
attention to this work and do not vigorously support the orderly development of this work, it is naturally
diﬀicult to promote effective communication and cooperation among various departments, further increasing
the diﬀiculty of management information construction [20-22]. Therefore, relevant leaders must give full play
to their role as leaders, continuously improve the cost investment in management information construction
during work practice, and comprehensively build the fundamental project of information construction. During
the development period, a representative and authoritative department can be built internally to provide a
good guarantee for the construction of management informatization, so as to effectively promote the smooth
development and implementation of various work.
3.2.2. Build a reasonable and comprehensive development goal and scheme of management
informatization. For the orderly implementation of management informatization in the era of cloud computing and big data, it is necessary to build management informatization development goals and plans that
can effectively meet their own development demands according to the documents issued by relevant national
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departments and the actual situation of the school. Through this way, we can effectively build a highly targeted
information development plan, so as to truly lay a good foundation for the development of management information construction. In this process, colleges and universities can actively build a more comprehensive education
and teaching information management system, actively cooperate with reasonable education and teaching information management regulations, effectively guide and restrict the work of staff, and further strengthen the
use of data information, so as to better promote the implementation of management information [23, 24]. In
addition, we can also build a special information management platform in the development process to timely
solve the problems related to the construction of management information, so as to provide a good platform
for the implementation of management information work, so as to truly and effectively improve the eﬀiciency
and quality of management.
3.3. Overall design and functional module analysis of big data diversion system under cloud
computing platform.
3.3.1. Overall design of big data diversion system under cloud computing platform. Big data
streaming under the cloud computing platform is the basis for improving the parallel computing ability of cloud
computing and realizing data clustering and pattern recognition. The big data diversion system based on cloud
computing platform realizes the collection, processing and release of big data under cloud computing platform
through feature extraction and data partition of multi-source information resources. Big data streaming system
is the infrastructure to realize the integration of multi-source information resources under the cloud computing
platform. As an open source framework, cloud computing information system can realize the wireless sending
and receiving of data and data clustering through the streaming of big data under the cloud computing platform
[25]. The big data streaming system under the cloud computing platform designed in this paper has the
characteristics of scalability, stability, reliability and openness. Scalability means that the big data streaming
under the cloud computing platform is open source, so it faces a wide range of objects. Through the big
data streaming, it sends and receives the RF bytes of the upper layer of the notification to realize data serial
communication and wireless transceiver; Reliability refers to the distributed processing method adopted in the
cloud computing big data information diversion system. When one or several devices fail, it can notify the
high-level active message components to carry out alternative work, including the later level data acquisition
and processing system, which is scalable and open. The overall model of the big data diversion system under
the cloud computing platform designed in this paper is shown in Figure 3.3.
Based on the overall model design of the system, the network design of the system is carried out. The
big data shunting system under the cloud computing platform adopts the form of distributed weighted ad
hoc network. The nodes in the cluster in the network consume energy when sending the data length to their
corresponding cluster hair in each round. ZigBee communication technology is used to design CDMA module
[26]. When the data distribution node of the shunting system elects to be the cluster head, set Ru to 0, and
the transmission distance is greater than or equal to the threshold d0, the residual energy of the node gradually
decreases. The power amplifier adopts the multi-path attenuation channel transmission model, and the energy
consumption coeﬀicient is mp. G is the set of nodes that were not selected as candidate cluster heads in the
last 1p round. In the distributed weighted ad hoc network, 32-bit ARM processor and embedded gateway are
used for data communication. The consumption of sending L B data by nodes exceeds the carrying capacity.
16934400 of them needs to be processed in Mach mini2440 to generate the power consumption of gap aliasing
frequency band in dense channel. After compiling, the Linux kernel can be downloaded to the target board
for operation to realize data diversion. Among them, the main controller is the core of the whole embedded
gateway. The 32-bit RISC ARM920T Network Microcontroller produced by SamSung company in Korea is
used as the core, and the 32-bit RISC microprocessor with ARM920T as the core is used to design the main
controller of the big data shunting system. Tsxm, tsym, tsxp and tsyp are used as the four wire touch screen
interface control signals.
4. Experiment and analysis.
4.1. Cloud computing environment modeling. Generally speaking, cloud computing is a multi data
center environment. This paper studies the data migration of two common applications in big data in cloud
computing environment. Therefore, this paper focuses on the differences of storage resources in data centers
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Fig. 3.2: Model of big data diversion system under cloud computing platform

and network bandwidth between data centers. Definition 1 cloud computing environment is represented as a
collection of N data centers distributed in different locations. DC ={ dc1,de2... dcn}. These data centers are
connected through different networks, and the bandwidth in these networks is different [19]. Where dcn is the
data center numbered n. A real physical network can be abstracted as a logical network topology.
4.2. Key technologies of hardware design of big data diversion system under cloud computing
platform. On the basis of the above hardware platform design, the system software is developed by using the
dynamic loading method of functional subroutines in the Linux operating system. The telosB wireless module
of crossbow company is used to build the network coordinator to realize the dynamic networking and data
transmission of big data shunting node data. The software development platform adopts the open source Linux
operating system [27]. The target board and the host computer are usually connected by 232 serial port,
network cable and USB cable. The binary code compiled by GCC compiler is used in Linux. The default target
platform of Linu2.6.32.2 is used to become the platform of arm, and the make file in the general directory is
modified.
4.3. Functional module design of the system. The big data shunting module under the cloud computing platform designed in this paper mainly includes controller module, power management module, data
memory module, transmission and communication module, Ethernet module and display module [28-30]. According to the overall design of the above data diversion system and the design of the data diversion system,
TinyOS priority scheduling method is used to collect and schedule the characteristics of the big data information flow, read the characteristic sampling values of the big data, and carry out digital FIR filtering in DSP. As
shown in Figure 3.2, the data is shunted to the PC or power amplifier for dynamic data processing, and then
the data is sent to the PCI bus for data processing, as shown in Figure 4.1.
While (subci is not empty)
According to CF Δ I calculate the distance between SubCi and the center CenCj
of the data streaming cluster CJ of all cloud computing platforms,
and determine the minimum distance dist (Subck, Cencl), l ∈ [1, k];
While (the central point of data clustering changes)
Select sound card suprt and add the cluster center subci of cloud computing big data to Cl, subci ∈ CL;
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Fig. 4.1: Big data shunting process

i←i+1 �
Read in the new data clustering vector subci, subci ̸∈ Cl, J ∈ [1, k];
function:
mkdir -p /var/lock
mkdir -p /var/run
mkdir -p /var/tmp
Calculate the sub cluster CenCj representing the cluster center in all data streaming clusters Cj,
and generate the root file system to minimize the system transfer function
from each sub cluster in Cj to its corresponding cluster center cencj //Thus, data diversion is realized.

4.4. Big data system control. The power control module is to provide power supply for the big data
diversion system under the cloud computing platform. The arm processor is used to design the power control
module. In the design of data memory module, one 128 MB flash chip and two SDRAM chips hy57v561620
are extended in parallel to meet the data storage requirements of arm and transferred into SDRAM for use.
Since there is no need for external expansion equipment, only USB device control port is used for Linux
terminal control through RS 232 to realize streaming cloud storage of big data. The design hardware circuit of
data storage function module of big data streaming system is shown in Figure 4.2. Through TinyOS priority
scheduling, each port can work in interrupt mode or DMA mode to improve data shunting performance.
4.5. Simulation experiment and result analysis. In order to test the performance of the system
designed in this paper, simulation experiments are carried out. The test platform is a general-purpose PC and
the CPU is Intel ® Coretm i7 2600 © 3.40 GHz, memory 4 × 4 GB DDR3@1600 99924Firstly, the hardware
debugging of the system is carried out. In the debugging process, check is set as a timer to realize the connection
between the developed PC and the embedded mobile development equipment; The dm9000 sensor module is
used to collect data from the network, and then the dm9000 sensor module is used to transmit the data to the
network.
The procedures for data sampling are: ecall ReadStream. postBuffer, pressureSamples, PRESSURE_
SAMPLES
On the basis of the above simulation environment settings, set the reversal parameters of the shunt system,
as shown in Table 4.1.
The system adopts PHP and MYSQL to realize data diversion programming simulation. In the device
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Fig. 4.2: Data storage function module of big data diversion system

Table 4.1: Simulation reference data
Parameter type
Routing distribution
Number of topologies
Data return location

Value
201*201
12
0.0

Reference type
Member node energy
Data split duty cycle
Transmission bit rate

Value
1
15b
3 b/s/Hz

drivers menu, select SD / MMC device to read the kernel image file of data streaming. The data reading
interface system adopts PHP and MYSQL to realize the programming and Simulation of data streaming.
Finally, the simulation results of the data system designed in this paper are obtained. Using the system
designed in this paper, the data diversion is realized by clustering and feature extraction of big data under
the cloud computing platform, dynamic loading according to the functional subroutine and TinyOS priority
scheduling. The diversion accuracy is high, and the ability of pattern recognition is improved. The experiment
of this paper is completed on the simulation platform of cloudsim. Firstly, according to the modeling of cloud
computing environment, this chapter simulates the cloud computing environment composed of multiple data
centers. This paper creates 600 data centers (the configuration of the data center is as follows: the virtual
machine CPU is quad core, the host memory is 16g, the bandwidth is 1000mips, the image size is 100000m,
and the processing capacity is 10mips). These data centers are connected through high-speed networks with
different bandwidths. Then, according to the modeling of two kinds of special applications of big data, randomly
simulate the test examples of two kinds of special applications of big data. These data sets have been stored in
these 600 data centers according to Zipf distribution before the task. In this section, two special applications
for big data cloud computing proposed in the paper are compared and analyzed. In the experiment, keep the
number of overall data sets unchanged, and compare and analyze by increasing the number of tasks, as shown
in Figure 4.3.
The large amount of data fusion work is required by the oﬀice system and it requires to have a humanization
and oﬀice effect convenient network, so conducts system performance verification with the cloud computing and
ML technique. First, the system’s data fusion effect is evaluated and the results are shown in Figure 4.4.
The presented method is advantageous as compared to the existing techniques in data fusion. The data
fusion is based on the cloud computing, so the data fusion speed is more beneficial. From the analysis it is
seen that the system performs well in terms of data fusion in this paper and can basically meet the daily
smart oﬀice needs. On this basis, a satisfaction survey is conducted in this paper on the oﬀice system and the
system operating effect can be reflected through the degree of satisfaction. The statistical results are illustrated
Figure 4.5.
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Fig. 4.3: Task completion time

Fig. 4.4: System data fusion effect statistical diagram

Fig. 4.5: Satisfaction survey of the intelligent oﬀice system
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5. Conclusion. In the cloud computing environment, the sources of computing resources, storage resources and software resources have multiple attributes, forming the cloud computing and cloud storage of
multi-source information resources. It is necessary to shunt the multi-source big data in the cloud computing
environment, improve the accuracy of data clustering, and provide the basis for pattern recognition. This paper
proposes an optimization design method of big data diversion system under cloud computing platform based
on dynamic loading of functional subroutines and Tiny OS priority scheduling. Firstly, build the overall model
of big data diversion system under cloud computing platform; S3c2440 is used as the system control core to
design the hardware structure of the shunting system; Finally, the software of the system is developed by using
the dynamic loading method of functional subroutines in Linux operating system. The experimental results
show that the system designed in this paper can effectively realize the shunting processing of big data in cloud
computing platform, and the performance is superior. The presented method is advantageous as compared to
the existing techniques in data fusion. The data fusion is based on the cloud computing, so the data fusion
speed is more beneficial. From the analysis it is seen that the presented system performs well and can basically
meet the daily smart oﬀice needs. On this basis, a satisfaction survey is conducted on the oﬀice system and it
can be reflected through the degree of satisfaction.
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MUSIC INFORMATION RETRIEVAL USING SIMILARITY BASED RELEVANCE
RANKING TECHNIQUES
KARTHIK VASU∗ AND SAVITA CHOUDHARY†
Abstract. The purpose of this proposed study activity is to construct a system for the job of automatically assessing the
relevance of music datasets, which will be used in future work. Determine item similarity is an important job in a recommender
system since it determines if two items are similar. Participants’ systems must provide a list of suggested music that may be added
to a given playlist based on a set of playlist characteristics, which will work along with the algorithms designed to provide other
similar songs. Specifically, in this study, the challenges of detecting music similarity only on the basis of song information and tags
given by users have been addressed. The proposed technique has been tested using a variety of machine learning algorithms to see
how well it performs. tf-idf and Word2Vec are the methods used to model the dataset and generate feature vectors. It has also
been found we that machine learning techniques, including Collaborative Filtering, KNN, Frequent Pattern Growth, and Matrix
Factorization, have a greater influence on relevance ranking than traditional methods.
Key words: Music Information Retrieval, Machine Learning, Collaborative Filtering, Spotify
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1. Introduction and examples. It is the search and organization of enormous collection of music, or
musical information, as per their relevance to particular queries that is the subject of Music Information
Retrieval (MIR). This is especially significant in light of the large amounts of musical information that is now
accessible in digital format, as well as the widespread use of music-related digital services. Aside from that,
given its apparent commercial appeal, the majority of media content owners as well as distributors (e.g., Philips
and Sony), as well as major technology companies (e.g., Apple and IBM), are actively engaged in research in
the area, and a growing number of libraries are attempting to integrate some form of support for MIR into
their on-line digital services. This results in an analysis of the text against the text data connected with album
and& songs, making the system practically identical to any text-based search engine in terms of functionality
(e.g. Google, Yahoo). Although this is the case, systems that are capable of receiving ”musical” enquiries, like
musical scores, whistling melodies (query by humming), or audio recording segments are necessary due to the
nature of the content being retrieved.
The phrase ”song similarity” refers to the measurement of how close two songs are close in terms of how
probable it is that user really want listening to them when they are compared side by side. Yes, the process
of developing an objective similarity measure is subjective, and researchers have taken two approaches to
accomplish this: Both the objective technique, in which likeness is identified related to the raw data, such as
spectral or rhythmic analysis of songs, and the subjective approach, wherein user-generated data, such as tags
(also known as collaborative filtering), are used, are discussed further. For the sake of this research, we shall
use the subjective technique to determine the extent to which two tracks are comparable to one another. We
would then create a resemblance level among two songs scale from 0 (totally distinct) to one (identical), and
then we will determine it using the co-occurrences of pairs of things in users’ histories by using cosine metric to
determine how similar two songs are to one another. For more information, please see the following link. This
measure will also serve as our model of reality and, as a result, as our source of truth in the future. Such a
concept is realistic, as shown by the fact that researchers in the area have utilized it successfully [1].
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The intended objective of this work is to employ Data Science methodologies in conjunction with Machine
Learning algorithms to estimate song popularity on Spotify as well as other music streaming services, which
are quite popular and extensively used. Using success measures or criteria, we will evaluate each and every
popular Machine Learning algorithm and choose the best algorithm from among those evaluated. It is often
the result of some form of calculated miscalculation. The purpose of the best model that has been built is to
forecast the popularity of a song based on a variety of current and historical characteristics.
2. Related Work. Music data retrieval, recommendations, and similarity approaches will be discussed in
this session. Recommendation system and Relevancy rankings, music information retrieval research, and the
tradeoff among short- and long-term involvement in digital sites are all areas of study that we draw upon in
our work [2].
2.1. Spotify. The fact that Spotify is in business after three of the world’s largest corporations, Google,
Apple and Amazon have all entered the music streaming sector is testament to the company’s tenacity. In
comparison to the other three, they are able to provide superior music recommendations to the user. At first
glance, it seems like Spotify has a far superior system than the other three competitors. Spotify recommends
music based on three different types of models [3]. The first of them are models of Natural Language Processing.
These compare songs based on the words used to describe the music, which may be found in things like articles
on the internet. The following is used to propose songs that aren’t as popular as the previous. These ContentBased models analyse the real audio and utilise commonalities to suggest comparable songs to you based on your
preferences. Collaborative filtering is the name given to the final style. This is accomplished by establishing
a user vector for each individual and a song vector for each individual song in the music library [4]. It then
compares them in order to propose music that is comparable to each other as well as music that similar people
like listening to [4]. As discussed in this article, Collaborative Filtering is the most widely used technique
of music recommendation on Spotify and is at the core of Spotify’s most popular music suggestion method:
Discover Weekly. It will be this algorithm, and more precisely how linear algebra is employed to power it,
that will be the focus of our discussion. Notably, other firms, such Last.fm, have taken a similar approach
to Spotify’s strategy, while another has been promoted by the Netflix Prize, which is modelled after Spotify’s
concept.
2.2. Collaborative Filtering. Filtering in a Collaborative Way Every week, Spotify creates a Discover
Weekly playlist for each of its 140 million customers [5]. Using over 40 million tracks, they discover the songs
that are most likely to be a good fit for you and your music collection. If your buddy tells you about a
specific music x because they found out that you enjoy song y, Collaborative Filtering aims to mimic that. For
this, a latent factor model, a machine learning method, is utilized, which converts unobservable raw data into
unobservable latent features. Cost functions are used to calculate the latent components using an alternating
least-squares approach. Switching back & forth between user and song factors is the procedure of alternatingleast-squares in our example. This approach keeps the cost function converged [6]. A cost function is used to
determine how inaccurate an estimate is compared to the true value of the data. In order to solve the problem,
you enter a certain set of parameters. Then, using our alternating-least-squares technique, you may fine-tune
these characteristics until the cost function converges. When that happens, we’ll have a preferences-confidence
pair for users to display our choices and the degree to which we’re confident in them.
3. Materials and Methods.
3.1. Dataset. The Spotify Million Playlist Dataset (MPD) is a collection of 1,000,000 user-created playlists.
From January 2010 until October 2020, these playlists were compiled. Some playlists from original playlists are
removed to match the competition’s challenge playlist, and all holdout tunes appear in the MPD Test Set 1000
playlists. The initial set of test sets will be the train set that removes rails. When addressing this issue, we
refer to ”item” as a ”song” and ”user” as a ”playlist”. We won’t utilise content-based filtering since the dataset
doesn’t give much information about every song. Our emphasis would be on KNN, Collaborative Filtering and
Frequent Pattern Growth as well as matrix factorization [7].
Each of the 1,000 slice files in the Million Playlist Dataset makes up one Million Playlist.
mpd.slice.STARTING PLAYLIST ID - ENDING PLAYLIST ID.json is the name pattern for these files.
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Table 3.1: Playlists Field
S.NO

Parameter

Outcome

1.

Playlist

1000000

2.

Tracks

66346428

3.

Unique tracks

2262292

4.

Unique albums

734684

5.

Unique Titles

92944

File mpd.slice.0-999.json contains the MPD’s first 1,000 playlists, for example mpd.slice.999000-999999.json
contains the latest 1,000 playlists.
Info Field: In the info box, you may get basic information about the slice you’re looking at: Slicing is based
on the number of slices in a certain file. For example, slices 0-999 indicate the file’s version, whereas
slices generated on and MPD version 1 indicate whenever the slice was produced. The information and
playlists fields in each slice file are both JSON dictionaries.
Playlists Field: Typically, this is a collection of 1,000 playlists. An individual playlist is nothing more than
a dictionary, with the following entries:
1. The MPD ID of all this playlist is the pid (integer) ranging from zero to ninety-nine,999.
2. name - string - the playlist’s title.
3. The playlist’s description, if any (this is an optional string). For the time being, the majority of
Spotify’s playlists do not include descriptions contributed by its listeners.
4. This playlist’s time has just recently been updated in the seconds ever since epoch. Whenever the
playlist is reloaded, the timings are calculated based on the current day and time in Greenwich
Mean Time (GMT).
5. A playlist’s total number of distinct artists may be seen in the num artists field.
6. num albums - the playlist’s total number of distinct albums.
7. In the playlist, the number of tracks can be found.
8. num followers - how many followers this playlist had when the MPD was generated. This number
does not include the playlist creator’s followers.
9. This is the number of distinct editing sessions that have occurred. During a two-hour editing
window, any tracks that have been added are considered to be part of the same editing session.
10. A playlist’s overall length is represented by duration ms (in milliseconds)
11. A collaborative playlist is one in which all members of the group are actively participating. It is
possible for many people to submit tunes to a playlist that is shared.
12. A playlist’s ”tracks” section contains a slew of data about the songs. This array has a dictionary
with following fields for each of its elements:
3.2. Recommender. Products like books, movies, music, and friends would be recommended to customers using a recommender system. Recommenders may fall into one of two categories. Content-based
filtering and collaborative filtering are two types of filtering. Content-based systems, on the whole, are easier
to use but provide less interesting suggestions. Although collaborative systems may be cumbersome to operate
and need a lot of user-generated data, they are the most advanced technology available today [8].
3.2.1. Using content as a filtering mechanism. Products may be manually investigated and labelled
by experts or consumers according to several categories or qualities. The more characteristics we have, the
easier it is to compute the similarity of one thing to other objects and to find related products.
3.2.2. Collaborative filtering. Filtering in groups: a process in which many people work together to
improve the quality of the input. Collaborative filtering, unlike content-based filtering, does not need manual la-
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Fig. 3.1: Architecture of Model based Collaborative filtering

belling. To produce product recommendations, the algorithm would seek for other users with similar preferences
and habits. There are two forms of collaborative filtering: memory-based and model-based. Clustering and
matrix factorization are two machine learning methods that are used in model-based CF in order to determine
similarity between user items and their corresponding models.
There are two forms of memory-based filtering: user-item and item-item. Take a certain individual, look
for others with comparable ratings to that person, and propose products those people enjoyed. For example, if
you’re looking for a certain item, you may use item-item filtering to look for additional goods that individuals
who like that item also like. Recommendations are generated from things that are entered into the system.
”Customers who purchased this item also purchased. It’s simple ”Customers who are identical to you also
enjoyed.” and ”Customers who like this item also liked...” are the same thing when it comes to Customer
Feedback (CF).
The implementation of memory-based algorithms is simple, and the quality of the predictions they make is
acceptable. In real-world applications, memory-based CF has limitations since it cannot handle the well-known
cold start issue, which arises when new users or items join the system. In contrast to memory-based models,
model-based CFapproaches are scalable and therefore can handle greater sparsity levels, but suffers when new
members or things that do not have ratings join the system.
Matric factorization is the foundation of all model-based filtering and model-based CF. There are several
applications where matrix factorization (CF) is preferred over Memory-based CF, such as recommendation
systems.
Users’ preferences and the properties of objects may be learned from past ratings using Matrix factorization.
Then, using the dot product of these latent features, Matrix factorization can forecast ratings for new items. If
you have a user-item matrix, factorization may reorganise it into a low-rank structure that can be expressed as
the product of the two low-rank matrices, each of which contains the latent vector. In order to get as close as
possible to your original matrix, multiply the low-rank matrix together, which completes the original matrix’s
missing members.
3.3. Playlist Recommender. The terms ”user” as ”playlist” and ”item” as ”song” will be referred for
the sake of this discussion. Since the data will not really contain enough detail about every song, we can’t
utilise content-based filtering. As a consequence, we’d only be able to focus on one thing. KNN, Collaborative
Filtering, Word2Vec., Frequent Pattern Growth, ID3, Customized kernel SVM [16].
3.3.1. Collaborative Filtering.
Playlist-based CF: The proposed model will infer the current ”rating” from the similarities between each
playlist or how other playlists ”rate” (include or exclude) a tune. Song-based CF: The model will also
estimate the current ”rating” from the similarity of each song and how the current playlist ”rates” other
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Fig. 3.2: Similarity between song-song or playlist-playlist

songs. This approach has been followed in Collaborative Filtering [17].
Song-based CF: I can estimate the current ”rating” from the similarity of each song and how the current
playlist ”rates” other songs. We followed the approach in Collaborative Filtering.
Step1. Create a playlist-song matrix in which ”1” indicates that the song is in the playlist & ”0” indicates
that it is not. For instance, playlist 1 includes songs 2 and 3, and song 2 is also included in playlist 2.
Step2. To begin, the model divides the data into testing and training sets.
Step3. Determine the degree of similarity among songs or playlists. In playlist-playlist similarities, every row
is treated as a vector, but in song-song similarity, each column is treated as a vector.
Cosine Similarity formula is given below in equation 3.1:
similarity = cos (θ) =

∑n
Ai B i
A.B
= √ ∑n i=12 √ ∑n
2
∥A∥ ∥B∥
i=1 Bi
i=1 Ai

(3.1)

Ai and Bi are components of vector A and B. We make predictions on the testing set based on similarity
matrix and. According to our algorithm, we can predict that song S will be included in any given playlist p by
calculating a total of the weighted sums of all other playlists that include the same song. After that, the data
is normalised.
∑
′
′
p′ sim(p, p )rp s
r̂ps = ∑
(3.2)
′
p′ |sim(p, p )|
Song-song tries to replace the similarity matrix of playlist with that of songs.
∑
′
′
s′ sim(s, s )rps
r̂ps = ∑
′
s′ |sim(s, s )|

(3.3)
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Table 3.2: Singular Value Decomposition Equation: X, U, S, VT
X11
X21
.
.
.
.
.

X12 …

X1M
=

U11
X21
.
.
.
.
.

U12 …

U1R

S11 0 …
0
S22
.
.
.
.
.

UM r

0

.
XM 1

XM N

UM 1

0

V11 V12 …
V21
.
.
.
.
.

V1N

Sr

VM 1

VM N

.

Table 3.3: Feature Vector
S.NO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Parameter
Playlist
Tracks
Unique tracks
Unique albums
Unique Titles

Outcome
1000000
66346428
2262292
734684
92944

3.3.2. K Nearest Neighbor. Playlist-based (like user-based) :
1. Create a similarity matrix for playlists (cosine, euclidean, Pearson correlation)
2. Px for each playlist
3. 1 = n
4. While total track is less than 500
5. Find the n-th most relevant Px playlist, termed Pr
6. Move K (or all) songs from Pr to Px.
7. Increase n by one.
Song-centered (like item-based) :
1. (The user space is the space of similarity)
2. Create a song similarity matrix (cosine, euclidean, Pearson Correlation)
3. For each playlist, Px:
4. Determine the ”cluster centre” by averaging all matches.
5. Obtain K = 500 nearest neighbours and add them to existing songs.
3.3.3. Model Based. Probabilistic factorization (PMF), Orthogonal factorization (SVD) or non-negative
factorization are all methods for matrix factorization (NMF). Collaborative Filtering via Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) could be defined as the process of estimating a matrix X through svd. The team that wins in
the Netflix Award contest generated product suggestions using SVD matrix factorization models. The generic
equation is as follows: X = U × S × VT . The transpose is shown in Table 3.2.
Now that we hide feature vectors for playlists and song, we could inject them into any Machine Learning
algorithms for result prediction (Table 3.3).
Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of Playlist length, Number of Albums / Playlist, Number of Artist /
Playlist, Number of edits / Playlist, Number of Followers / Playlist, Number of Tracks / Playlist. Song based
relevance ranking is described in the figure 3.5. Top 20 songs are listed as per the similarity check using
machine learning technique. This describes the song based and artists based relevance ranking. could improve
the success of automatic ranking. Based on this intuition, a new method has been introduced for the selection
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Fig. 3.3: Distribution of Playlists

Fig. 3.4: Song Based Relevance ranking

of systems to be used for data fusion. For this purpose, bias concept is utilized that measures the deviation of
a system from the norm or majority and employ the systems with higher bias in the data fusion process. This
approach provides even higher correlations with the human based results. This demonstrates that the proposed
solution outperforms the proposed automatic ranking methods shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5 [20,21,23].
The figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the relevance ranking of songs and artists respectively. The list is of the
year 2020. For the search of Top 20 Songs, the list obtained has used the similarity based relevance ranking
technique, which is discussed in Section 3. The same applies to the search of Top 20 Artists in the playlist
available.
4. Results and Discussions.
4.1. Metrics. The following metrics will be used to evaluate submissions. In other words, all metrics would
be analysed at both the level of tracks (the identical track should be replicated) and also at the artist levels (any
track by that artist is a match). G’s ”ground truth” set of music and R’s ”ordered lists of recommended tunes”
has been employed in the following discussion. From: to-subscripts are used in order to index a list, which is
signified by ∥. On individual metrics, previous entries are scored higher when there are multiple submissions
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Fig. 3.5: Artists Based Relevance ranking

Fig. 4.1: Sample: Similarity between song-song or playlist-playlist

that are tied. Figure 4.1 shows the Similarity between song-song or playlist-playlist [20,21].
4.2. R-precision. It is defined as the number. of essential tracks that were found divided by number of
tracks that were already known to be relevant (i.e., the number of tracks that were not found).
R − precision =

|G ∩ R1:|G| |
|G|

(4.1)

To get this metric, you need to look at all playlists inside the challenge set. This metric is about how many
tracks were found that were relevant (regardless of order).
5. Normalized discounted cumulative gain. Recommendation tracks with a higher DCG ranking are
more likely to be of interest to users. When calculating the DCG, divide by the optimal DCG wherein the
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Table 7.1: Comparison of Performance with Machine Learning algorithms vs Customized Model
Algorithms

Variable

KNN
FP growth
Support Vector Machine
ID3- Iterative Dichotomiser 3
Navie Bayes
Customized kernel based Support Vector Machine

Song-features
Song-features
Song-features
Song-features
Song-features
Song-features

Accuracy/
R-precision
87.04
81.25
78.23
76.17
74.20
89.21

NDCG

Duration

81.44
76.42
74..21
81.77
79.45
84.25

36.25
41.28
57.11
49.23
44.18
31.56

suggested tracks are ideally ranked:
DCG = rel1 +

|R|
∑
i=2

reli
log2 (i + 1)

(5.1)

1
log2 (i + 1)

(5.2)

In this situation the ideal IDCG & DCG are :
|G∩R|

IDOG = 1 +

∑
i=2

The DCG is zero if the intersection of R & G is empty. The following formula is used to compute NDCG:
N DCG =

DCG
IDCG

(5.3)

6. Recommended Songs clicks. Using Spotify’s Suggested Songs function, you can get a list of 10 songs
to add to an existing playlist based on the music in it. Ten more tracks could be generated by refreshing the
list. The quantity of refresh required before the suitable track is found is called ”Recommended Songs clicks.”
It’s done like this:
⌊
⌋
argmini {Ri : Ri ∈ G|} − 1
clicks =
(6.1)
10
A value of 51 (i.e. 1 + the greatest clickthrough conceivable) is chosen if the metric (i.e. the necessary track in
R) does not exist.
7. Aggregation of Rank. The Borda Count voting procedure will be used to compute the final rankings.
The highest ranked system receives p points for each of the p participant rankings based on NDCG, R-precision
&, the next system gets p-1 points, Recommended Songs clicks etc. The player with more overall points wins.
Top-down comparative assessment is used to determine which systems have the most first-place position in the
case of a tie. The result of item and user based search is shown in Table 7.1 and the outcome of an item-item/
customer- items based search is shown in Table 7.2.
It can be concluded from figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 that the custom model has outperformed the above
mentioned algorithms, KNN, FP growth, support vector machine, ID3 and Navie bayes. The Accuracy in
Figure 7.1 has been proven to be better than the comparison algorithms by 2.17%, while in Figure 7.2, the time
taken for a similar match has reduced by about 13%. The NDCG has also seen a growth about 2.81% which
can be discerned from Figure 7.3.
8. Conclusion. We are able to produce suggestions of music that are identical to a music in our playlist
by using idea of cosine similarity. As a result, you can use the procedures outlined above to create your own
Spotify playlist recommender. Possible consequences of machine learning also include individualized, immersive
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Table 7.2: The outcome of an item-item / customer- items based search
Procedure

Variable

Accuracy/
R-precision
Playlist-based baseline
Playlist
0.7766
Song-based baseline
Song
0.7847
Word2Vec + Song-based
100-200-300 di- 0.003
mension
Word2Vec + Playlist-based
min_fre = 3, 0.0171
dimension 50
Word2Vec + Playlist-based
min_fre = 3, 0.019
dimension 100
Playlist-based CF (get top K rat- Song
0.8045
ing songs)

NDCG
1.601
0.7975
0.004

Clicked
songs
0
0
10.35

Duration
41.42
4183
69.13

0.015

8.086

83.25

0.0172

7.805

88.35

0.8011

0

approx
12000

Fig. 7.1: Comparison of Accuracy with Machine Learning algorithms vs Customized Model

Fig. 7.2: Comparison of Time taken with Machine Learning algorithms vs Customized Model
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Fig. 7.3: Comparison of NDCG with Machine Learning algorithms vs Customized Model

Table 7.3: RMS and Accuracy Result
Procedures

RMS

Accuracy/Rprecision
0.00716 0.621

CF that is playlist-based (used to generate songs
having k rating)
Song that is based on CF
Matrix Factorization

0.00014 0.76
0.00045 0.69

guest experiences having increasingly complex features, in parallel with developments in technology and media
affordances. Choosing recommendation methods produces better results for the full dataset, however for large
datasets, processing techniques are required using big data technologies to fetch the data within the less time
which will be handled in future improvements and analyses.
9. Future Scope. With the advent of various similar algorithms, the proposed model has shown promise
by being relatively better at obtaining similar songs at the quickest. For huge datasets, the time taken for the
searching process can be further reduced using Spark and Hadoop frameworks. There is hope to be a milestone
and a reference point for future researches done in the same field as well as for others.
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TRANSFER LEARNING ASSISTED CLASSIFICATION OF ARTEFACTS REMOVED AND
CONTRAST IMPROVED DIGITAL MAMMOGRAMS
PARITA OZA∗, PAAWAN SHARMA, AND SAMIR PATEL

†

Abstract. Mammograms are essential radiological images used to diagnose breast cancer well in advance. However, an accurate
diagnosis also depends on the quality of mammogram images. Therefore, removal of artefacts and mammogram enhancement are
necessary pre-processing steps. Artefact removal helps exclude unsolicited regions in the mammograms and limits the search for
suspicious regions without excessive impact from the background. Mammogram enhancements improve apparent visual details
and improve some features of an image. In this paper, we propose a method for mammogram pre-processing. These pre-processed
mammograms are then fed into Deep Convolutional Neural Network for the classification process. Two approaches are used and
compared to classify mammograms; Training model from scratch and Transfer Learning. Transfer Learning is an excellent approach
to dealing with the small-sized training set, allowing us to consume the extendibility of deep learning entirely. By employing
VGG16 as a pre-trained network on the pre-processed MIAS dataset, we improved training accuracy (96.14%) compared to the
model developed from scratch and other strategies described in the literature.
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1. Introduction. Among the female population worldwide, breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed
cancer [1, 2]. Breast cancer has become a widespread and significant health issue across Indian cities [3]. In
the South-East Asia regions, Breast cancer ranks second as per the number of deaths by cancer site, and region
[4]. A study [4] presented to estimate the burden of breast cancer in India using parameters like YLL (years of
life lost ), YLD (Years of healthy life lost due to disability), and DALY (Disability-adjusted life years) for the
years 2016, 2021 and 2026. According to this study, breast cancer would increase total DALYs in India over
the years. Hence, there is a need to initiate actions to control this disease in the country. Early detection of
breast cancer can improve the chances of survival. A radiologist uses various imaging modalities to detect and
diagnose this disease, including mammography, Breast MRI, Ultrasound, etc [5]. Out of all, mammography is
the most traditional and successful imaging modality as it uses very low dose X-rays to capture the image and
is easily affordable by people [6].
Mammogram pre-processing is an essential initial step for developing computer-aided breast cancer diagnosis. Lots of work have been done to process and analyze mammograms. A significant number of image
processing techniques are used for processing mammograms, such as pixel-based transformation, edge-based
transformations, and region-based transformation, and this field is still evolving [7]. Though mammography
symbolizes a significant technological advancement in breast imaging, many artefacts and other noises are
commonly perceived with this imaging modality [8]. Artefacts can be defined as any mammographic density
variability. These artefacts may affect the accuracy rates and the inference knowledge capabilities of underlying
techniques of breast cancer diagnosis. Hence artefact removal is an essential mammogram pre-processing task.
Sometimes mammograms have poor contrast. A large amount of stress exists on the eyes to achieve
an appropriate focus due to poorly contrasted mammograms [9]. In addition, poor contrast may result in
misdiagnosis if the breast region appears as almost monotonous grey [10]. This can slow down the learning
process of the model.
The fields of Artificial Intelligence (AI), such as Machine Learning (ML) [11], [12] as well Deep Learning
(DL), have also achieved tremendous success in various mammogram analysis tasks along with the detection and
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classification [13] of breast abnormalities. Nowadays, the current research focus is on deep learning approaches
due to the availability of a wide range of deep learning networks such as VGGnet [14], AlexNet [15], ResNet
[16] etc. The research community of the domain widely adopts all these networks. VGGNet has many learnable
parameters, but it is still most successful due to its uniform and simple architecture.
1.1. Research Contribution. The main scope of this paper is to develop a Deep convolutional neural
network (Deep CNN) based model that can classify breast abnormalities. This model can serve as a second
view tool to assist radiologists. The article also presents mammogram pre-processing techniques to eliminate
unwanted mammogram regions and improve the mammogram’s visual information contents. The main contribution of the paper is as follows:
• To provide a methodology for artefacts removal from the mammograms
• To perceive the effect of mammogram enhancement techniques
• To examine the power of the transfer learning approach for medical imaging data over CNN architecture
implemented from scratch
1.2. Paper Organization. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents existing literature in the
domain. The proposed methodology is presented in section 3. Section 4 gives a detailed result analysis followed
by conclusion in section 5. Figure 1.1 shows the taxonomy of the paper.

Fig. 1.1: Taxonomy of Paper

2. Previous Work. Deep learning techniques have been widely used in various application fields, including
healthcare, personalization, fraud detection, image classification [30], pixel restoration, and many more. Moreover, this technique is also quite successful in various healthcare applications such as classification-Segmentation
Pipeline for MRI [31], Retinal Blood Vessel Segmentation [33], abnormality detection, classification from medical images, and mammogram image analysis [34]. Dhivya et al. [17] proposed a model for enhanced tumor
classification using pretrained neural network VGG16. The model is evaluated on various benchmark datasets.
Authors could achieve an accuracy of 69.85% which was subsequently increased to 88% and 94% by conventional
data augmentation and generative adversarial networks, respectively. Filtering techniques and morphological
operations were applied on a mammogram as a part of pre-processing. Vaira et al. [6] developed a CNN model
with eight convolutional, four max pool layers, and two fully connected layers. The model is compared with
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pre-trained nets such as AlexNet and VGG16. The proposed model achieved better results. Authors also have
applied adaptive histogram equalization to improve the quality of mammograms. Sushreeta and Tripti [18]
presented contrast enhancement techniques to detect the breast tumor boundaries from mammograms of the
MIAS dataset. Authors have used thresholding and contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE)
methods. Results were compared using the contrast improvement index (CII). It is concluded that the thresholding technique encouraged breast enhancement and segmentation results. Arefan et al. [19] presented a
method to remove artefacts from a mammogram. Authors applied thresholding to get a binary image followed
by connected component labeling to identify connected areas in an image. The largest connected areas in the
image are identified, and the other regions are removed. Authors also have removed pectoral muscles from
mammograms. Finally, breast tissues are extracted to classify mammograms such as Fatty, Glandular and
Dense. Classification accuracy recorded was 97.66% with eight hidden layers neural network. Li et al. [20]
presented a benign and malignant classification of a mammogram. Mammograms are pre-processed using zeromean normalization, and data enhancement is used to prevent overfitting. The authors have modified DenseNet
to replace the first convolutional layer with the Inception structure. Then, the pre-processed mammograms are
trained and tested on various pre-trained CNN models and altered versions of DenseNet. Modified DenseNet
could perform well as compared to other pre-trained models. The proposed work achieves 94% of overall classification accuracy. Another work is presented by Enas, and Nisreen [21] to classify malignant and nonmalignant
mammograms. Pre-processing on mammograms was done using image filtration and CLAHE. The authors
used two approaches to address the classification problem; using patches of ROI and whole images. The model
is tested on different mammogram datasets. A model achieved higher performance on all the datasets.
3. Proposed Work. The focus of the proposed work is to classify breast abnormalities. Deep CNN model
such as VGG16 is used as a classifier. The model is tested on the MIAS benchmark dataset. The initial step of
the proposed work is to pre-process mammograms, which is a primary task for any medical imaging application.
Pre-processing task includes artefact removal and mammogram enhancement. Thresholding transformations
are used to remove artefacts such as high and low-intensity labels, markers, scratches, etc. Artefact removal is
an essential pre-processing task that can limit the search for abnormal regions in the image without any impact
from the background of the mammograms. The quality of mammograms is improved by applying the popular
Contrast Limited AHE (CLAHE) method. Mammogram enhancement helps improve the visual quality and
some features in the image. Figure 3.1 presents processing flow of proposed model. We present methodology
of proposed model using activity diagram in figure 3.2.

Fig. 3.1: Processing Pipeline of Proposed Model
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Fig. 3.2: Activity diagram of proposed model

3.1. Material and Methods.
3.1.1. Dataset. An organization of the UK research community, The Mammographic Image Analysis
Society (MIAS [22]), has developed a mammogram repository. MIAS is one of the old benchmark mammogram
datasets. Due to the dataset’s widespread use among academics and researchers studying breast cancer, we
employed MIAS in our research. Moreover, in comparison to other datasets like DDSM [27], CBIS-DDSM
[28], and INbreast [29], which have very high-resolution images and are also accessible with variable sizes, all
the images in the MIAS are the same size, 1024 × 1024, which will minimize the processing time to a higher
extent. The dataset comprises 322 images categorized into three classes; Normal, Benign, and Malignant.
Dataset also presents abnormality types such as microcalcifications, architectural distortion, circumscribed
masses, speculated masses, ill-defined masses, and bilateral asymmetries. Details of all the images are given in
a separate file. Ground truth is available as x, y image coordinates of the center of abnormality and approximate
radius (in pixels) of a circle enclosing the abnormality. Table 3.1 shows classification of abnormalities of MIAS
dataset.
3.1.2. Mammogram Pre-processing.
Why preprocessing?: Pre-processing is the first and essential step for any detection or classification process. It
improves the quality of input data and makes it easier for the classifier to learn patterns and features from the
processed information.
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Table 3.1: MIAS Dataset
Types of Abnormaly
Spiculated Mass
Circumscribed Mass
Microcalcification
Breast Asymmetry
Architectural distortion
Ill-defined mass
Class of Abnormality
Benign
Malignant
Normal

Total Images
19
24
25
15
19
15
Total Images
64
51
207

Common problems with raw mammography images:
• Mammograms come with floating artefacts in the background. The other noise observed in mammograms is low and high-intensity labels, markers, and other tape artefacts.
• Some mammograms come with extra boundaries, which may create ambiguous features in the mammogram that the classifier might learn.
• Mammograms may have poor contrast. Small-sized lesions or calcifications may be obscured by the
poor contrast and complex structure of density variations in the breast tissues.
• Low contrast abnormal regions may cause marginal visual threshold between suspicious and normal
breast tissues.
Figure 3.3 shows a labeled mammogram with artefacts and other breast tissue.

Fig. 3.3: Mammogram with Artefacts and Other Breast Tissues

Artefacts removal from mammograms: Lots of techniques are used to remove artefacts from mammograms.
More broadly, these techniques are categorized as Region Segmentation and Edge-based Segmentation. In Edgebased Segmentation, edge pixels are detected and linked to form a contour. Edges do not completely enclose the
entire object; it also needs post-processing to link all the detected edges that belong to the same boundary. As
compared to edges, regions cover more image pixels; hence, we can have more detailed information to characterize those regions. Further, this region segmentation can be categorized as region-based and thresholding (also
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known as pixel-based segmentation). Region-based segmentation is an iterative and computationally expensive
task. Hence, we have used thresholding transformations to remove artefacts, which is computationally very fast
and simple [23],[24]. These methods achieve better results for images with uniform intensity and contrasting
backgrounds. We applied two methods of thresholding; Global and OTSU [25]. Global thresholding is manual.
This method selects an initial threshold value T to create clusters of classes for extracting the object from the
image background. For a given image f (a, b), the thresholded image can be defined by the following equation,
{
G(a, b) =

1,
0,

if (a, b) > T
if (a, b) ≤ T

}

(3.1)

The output of thresholding transformation is a binary image with a pixel value of 1 (object) and 0 (background).
OTSU is auto thresholding. It separates two clusters by the threshold calculated as an outcome of mini2
mization of the weighted variance of those classes, which can be defined as σw
(t). The following equation can
describe this computation.
σb2 (t) = w1 (t)σ12 (t) + w2 (t)σ22 (t)

(3.2)

Here w1 (t) and w2 (t) are the class probabilities divided by the threshold T. The initial threshold can be defined
2
in varieties of ways. As per [25] there are two ways; minimize the intra-class variance, σw
(t), and maximize the
inter-class variance,
2

σb2 (t) = w1 (t)w2 (t)[µ1 (t) − µ1 (t)]

(3.3)

where µi is a mean of class. The methodology adopted to get artefacts free mammograms is shown in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm 1
Input: Mammograms
Output: Artefacts free mammograms
1 for all mammograms do
2
Convert image to grayscale and median blur
3
Function Thresholding Transformation(Grayscaled and Blurred Image):
4
Apply thresholding transformation and get the threshold
5
Get a binary image with the threshold
6
return Binary Image
7
8
9
10
11

Function Morphological Operations(Binary Image):
Morph close to get a smooth image
Dilate to enhance contour
return Smooth Image

12
13
14
15
16
17

Function Generating Mask(Smooth Image):
Extract convex regions
Find the largest convex region and eliminate other components; this largest object is breast
contour
Generate mask using this largest convex region
return Binary Mask

18
19

Perform bitwise AND operation between input mammogram and generated mask
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Why should pectoral muscle not be removed while pre-processing mammograms?: In a mammogram, the
pectoral muscle looks like a triangular opacity across the upper posterior border of the breast region. Detection
and removal of pectoral muscle is per se a research theme with many publications. However, removing the
pectoral muscle is medically incorrect as this region might have an abnormality. This argument is supported
by figure 3.4 labeled with pectoral muscle and associated abnormality.

Fig. 3.4: Mammogram with Abnormality in Pectoral Muscle
Mammogram Enhancement: Image enhancement is an essential pre-processing step that allows changing
the visual features of an image. A lack of good contrast in an image puts lots of strain on the eyes to get proper
focus [9]. Various operations like Histogram Equalization, Image smoothing, Image sharpening, and Greyscale
Multiplication are used to improve the contrast of an image. In our work, we used histogram-based methods
to get enhanced mammograms. We applied both global histogram and CLAHE on mammograms and recorded
the results.
3.1.3. Breast Abnormality Classification. In the last several decades, deep convolution neural networks (DCNNs)-based computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) systems for breast cancer have operated as a decisionmaking system [32]. Many pre-trained deep CNNs have been utilized in the literature to diagnose breast cancer.
All these models, along with their parameter-based comparison, strength, and limitations, are covered in one
of our prior works [26]. We used VGG16 as a base architecture to categorize breast anomalies as benign or
malignant based on comparisons from our earlier research. The model was first proposed by Simonyan, and
Zisserman [14] in 2014. The authors have made this model uniform by using the same kernels throughout
the network, consisting of 13 convolutional layers, each with 3 × 3 filters. The model has 2 × 2 max pooling
layers following every convolutional layer. It is practically demonstrated in a model that multiple small-sized
filters can perform better than a single large kernel. This increased network depth can learn more intricate
features nicely. To further explore the eﬀicacy of transfer representation learning, we utilized VGG16 in two
ways; implementation from scratch and transfer learning. To implement from scratch, we used five blocks
(convolutional followed by max pool layer) of VGG16, two fully connected layers of 4096 units followed by
one dense softmax layer with two units (to classify mammogram as benign or malignant). RELU activation
is used for the dense layer with 4096 units to add non-linearity to the network. The model was trained with
100 epochs and optimized with an Adam optimizer using a learning rate of 0.001. The ”ImageDataGenerator”
class of Keras pre-processing is used for loading data. We also used Transfer Learning on VGG16 to deal with
a small-sized training set and used pre-trained weights of VGG16 (trained on ImageNet). We created a base
model and populated it with pre-trained weights. All the layers in the base model are then frozen by setting
trainable = False. A new model is then created on top of the output of the base model. Figure 3.5 presents a
process of TL used in our work. We show hyperparameters used to train the models in table 3.2.
The dataset we used (MIAS) has all the images of size 1024 × 1024. As per the input layer of VGG16, these
images are resized to 224 × 224 before training. We also used the early stopping method from Keras. Early
stopping is essential to stop the model’s training if there is no improvement in the learning or no increment in
the parameters. Therefore, we monitored validation accuracy to do early stopping.
4. Results and Discussion. We used two methods to remove artefacts from mammograms and compared
their results; Global thresholding and OTSU Binarization. OTSU binarization is auto thresholding and is
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Table 3.2: Hyper Parameters for Training
Hyper Parameters for Model Training
Epoch
100
Activation Function
RELU
Learning Rate
0.001
Batch Size
64
Optimizer
Adam
Loss Function
Binary Cross Entropy

Fig. 3.5: Transfer Learning based training process

usually operated on grayscale images. The technique works by minimizing within-class variance and maximizing
between-class variance. OTSU finds a threshold that keeps class clusters as tight as possible. In addition, it
tries to reduce the overlap between two class clusters. Figure 4.1 presents the results obtained by OTSU
thresholding as per the steps mentioned in the algorithm 1.
Global thresholding is manual, where the initial threshold (T) is selected; it then segments the image using
the specified threshold and creates two-pixel groups. Finally, the average of pixels in both groups is computed
to find a new threshold. This process repeats till there is no change in the threshold value. Figure 4.2 presents
results obtained by Global thresholding as per the steps mentioned in the algorithm 1.
We have compared (see fig. 4.1 and 4.2) these two methods for two images of the MIAS dataset (mdb163
and mdb174) to showcase both the worst case and best case. As can be seen from image 4.1, there is a lot of
pixel loss in the final processed image (mdb163) when applied OTSU binarization. On the other hand, from
figure 4.2, We can see that global thresholding performs better as far as it concerns pixel loss. The detailed
analysis of the thresholding technique is presented in table 4.1.
We applied histogram-based techniques to improve the quality of the mammogram. Figure 4.3 shows the
performance comparison of the global histogram and CLAHE. Global histogram can enhance image contrast,
but sometimes we may lose important details and features due to over brightness. The reason is that histograms
do not restrict to a particular region. CLAHE can do better here; images are divided into small chunks known
as ”tiles .”Each of these tiles is then histogram equalized. With the help of contrast limiting, for any histogram
bin above a specified contrast limit, those pixels will be clipped and scattered uniformly to other bins. Then,
histogram equalization is applied. Finally, bilinear interpolation is used to remove artefacts in the borders
of tiles. We noticed that over brightness due to global histogram for some images has resulted in the loss
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Fig. 4.1: Artefacts removal: OTSU Binarization

Fig. 4.2: Artefacts removal: Global Thresholding

of scattered benign calcifications. However, these calcifications were very well seen after applying CLAHE to
enhance the mammogram.
Finally, these pre-processed mammograms are used to train the models. We have trained two models on
the pre-processed MIAS dataset and recorded their results; the first model was built from scratch (based on
VGG16 block structure), and the second model was built using Transfer Learning (Using pre-trained VGG-16).
We evaluated the two models on the test dataset using precision, recall, sensitivity, specificity, and F1-score
as performance indicators. We also provide validation and training accuracy and loss outcomes to clearly
understand the model performance. The F1 score reflects the classifier’s performance better than the traditional
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Table 4.1: Result Analysis: Thresholding Techniques
Method

Global
Otsu

Threshold
Unacceptable
Acceptable
Value
10
306
16
15
314
8
20
317
5
26
318
4
28
319
3
30
321
1
Exceptional Case : mdb274 (T value 69)
322
0

Fig. 4.3: Results: Mammogram Enhancements. (a) Artefact free mammogram (b) shows over brightness as
compared to (c).

accuracy metric. We tried to examine the power of the transfer learning approach for medical imaging data
over CNN architecture implemented from scratch. The results are presented in figure 4.4 and 4.5 respectively.
It can be seen that the use of transfer learning for the small-sized dataset can indeed help to improve the
model performance and also help to mitigate the effect of overfitting. Table 4.2 shows a comparative analysis
of methods available in the literature for pre-processing mammograms and abnormality classification with the
proposed work. The result indicates that Transfer Learning improves accuracy rates because the model has
already learned a lot and trained to find some patterns and features.
5. Conclusion. Artefacts may affect deep learning techniques’ accuracy rates and inference knowledge
capabilities. So, having artefact-free mammograms can improve the model’s extendibility onto a wide range
of datasets. We presented a methodology to pre-process images of MIAS to remove artefacts. First, two
thresholding techniques are implemented for image binarization, and their results are compared. Global thresholding could do better if it concerns pixel loss in the image. Next, images of the datasets are enhanced using
histogram-based methods. We implemented two techniques; global histogram and CLAHE. CLAHE could
properly enhance the mammogram without obscuring small-sized lesions and benign calcifications. This work
also presents a CNN-based abnormality classification from mammograms, where the abnormalities are classified
as benign and malignant. The model was trained and tested on the pre-processed MIAS images. We used two
versions of VGG16 to classify the mammograms, VGG16 trained from scratch and Transfer Learning. Due to
a small-sized training set, the first model started to overfit after certain epochs. We achieved better results
using Transfer Learning for the performance measures like precision (96.83%), sensitivity (95.11%), specificity
(97.09%), recall (95.11%), F1-score (95.96%), and accuracy (96.14%).
Acknowledgements. The authors like to thank Dr. Rajiv Oza (Consultant Radiologist) for providing
them with medical advice on radiological imaging techniques.
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Table 4.2: Comparison with other Work
Work
[6]
[6]
[17]
[17]
Our Work (1)
Our Work (2)

Pre-processing
Technique
Adaptive histogram
equalization
Adaptive histogram
equalization
Filter Techniques and
Morphological Operations
Filter Techniques and
Morphological Operations
Thresholding, CLAHE and
Morphological Operation
Thresholding, CLAHE and
Morphological Operation

Model
VGG 16
Proposed
CNN
VGG 16
VGG 16
VGG 16
(From Scratch)
VGG 16
(Transfer Learning)

Task
Performed
Mass
Classification
Mass
Classification
Mass
Classification
Mass
Classification
Mass
Classification
Mass
Classification

Dataset

Training
Accuracy

MIAS

48.67%

MIAS

92.54%

MIAS

69.85%

MIAS
(Augmented)

94%

MIAS

92%

MIAS

96.14%
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AIMS AND SCOPE
The area of scalable computing has matured and reached a point where new issues and trends require a
professional forum. SCPE will provide this avenue by publishing original refereed papers that address the
present as well as the future of parallel and distributed computing. The journal will focus on algorithm
development, implementation and execution on real-world parallel architectures, and application of parallel
and distributed computing to the solution of real-life problems. Of particular interest are:
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Applications:
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• object oriented techniques,
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• embedded systems,
• implementation techniques and their eﬀi• fault tolerance,
ciency.
• industrial and business,
System engineering:
• real-time,
• programming environments,
• scientific computing,
• debugging tools,
• visualization.
• software libraries.
Performance:
Future:
• performance measurement: metrics, evalua• limitations of current approaches,
tion, visualization,
• engineering trends and their consequences,
• performance improvement: resource allocation
and scheduling, I/O, network throughput.
• novel parallel architectures.
Taking into account the extremely rapid pace of changes in the field SCPE is committed to fast turnaround
of papers and a short publication time of accepted papers.
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